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columns, unable to see or assist one another. Disaster ensued,
several units surrounded on all sides laid down their arms, and
Whitelocke was fortunate to be allowed to evacuate the country
in safety under the terms of a convention with the enemy. He
was, of course, made the scapegoat for the failure, and cashiered
for having failed in an impossible task and chosen the only
means left him to extricate his army from a position from which
no other escape was possible.
While the British were thus wasting their energies in futile
and eccentric directions, Napoleon at the end of 1806 had found
his triumphant career in Europe checked by the mud of Poland.
Fortunately for him Russia at the same time became embroiled
in hostilities against Turkey, and this new factor in the situation
led directly to a newT experiment in futility undertaken by the
British Government, which decided to send a fleet through the
Dardanelles and a military force to deny Egypt to the French
by occupying and holding Alexandria. Both enterprises
proved disastrous failures. 6000 men under Fraser succeeded,
indeed, in securing Alexandria, but, pushing farther eastward
to consolidate their position by occupying Rosetta, were twice
beaten off with loss. An attempt was then made to effect by
negotiation what could not be accomplished by arms, and terms
were finally signed which in fact secured the object of the
expedition—if it can be said to have had one, since the French
had apparently not the least intention of actually attacking
"Egypt. The forces thus foolishly wasted might well have
found more profitable employment in Sicily, where the British
garrison, none too large, was neutralised throughout the whole
of 1807 and 1808 as regards offensive action, first by an outbreak
of mutiny in* Malta and then by continued and irreconcilable
dissensions between its commanders and the corrupt rulers of
Naples, while the French established themselves at leisure on
the mainland, and late in 1808 succeeded in securing Capri by
a coup de main under the noses of the British fleet.
Meanwhile the British Government in the summer of 1807
decided, six months too late, to assist their allies Russia and
Sweden ; but, before the new expedition could sail, news came
of Napoleon's decisive victory of Friedland, the formation of a
Franco-Russian alliance at Tilsit, and the imminent danger that
the fleets of all northern Europe might fall into French hands
for use against England. Accordingly, with a promptitude and
decision worthy of high praise, a fleet and a force of 25,000 men
under Gambier and Cathcart was despatched to secure the
surrender of the Danish squadron, which was only effected after
Copenhagen had been invested and bombarded and the Danish
Government forced to sue for terms. Though the action was

